
  Brilliant bespoke kitchens
produced with 
industrial efficiency 
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www.kesseboehmer.com/lemans »

LE MANS
ALMOST TOO GOOD
FOR POTS AND PANS

Originally developed as a innovative corner

solution for pots and pans, LeMans is 

moving successfully into other applications,

thanks to its striking looks and fascinating

technology.

LeMans trays swing separately and com-

pletely out of the corner cabinet in a

smooth and elegant movement. Users

have a clear overview of and easy access

to everything in the cupboard. It’s highly

practical if for storing pots and pans, 

especially since the tray height can be 

adjusted to suit the contents.

But a LeMans can do much more! 

LeMans trays move independently of each

other. The contents seem to float out 

towards you. Self-closing with damping, 

offered as an option, adds substantially to

ease-of-use, especially for cooks in a hurry. 

And it moves in complete silence!

The trays can be given an anti-slip coating

or supplied with non-slip mats. The sturdy

edging is seamlessly joined to the bottom

panel, for a strikingly elegant look. 

Winner of a Red Dot Award for outstanding

design. 

Any number of already implemented 

kitchen layouts illustrate some of the 

versatile options for using LeMans and

how its elegant optics harmonize with very

different kitchen styles.

One interesting application for LeMans is

to make clever use of taller corner units in

an eye-catching kitchen design. 

Kesseböhmer’s LeMans pull-out is a striking blend 
of technology and design. 
A functional highlight and a pleasure to use every day.
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www.kesseboehmer.com/convoy-premio »

ULTRA-EASY 
ACCESS

CONVOY PREMIO

One gentle pull brings the entire contents

of the cabinet into full view for easy access.

The CONVOY Premio floats smoothly 

towards you. Opening the door – up to the

135° end position – triggers a supple series

of movements. Once the contents are out

in front of the cabinet, SoftSTOPP pro

technology damps the opening movement. 

Full-extension, combined with rear-mounted

trays gives users a clear view and quick

access from three sides.
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DISPENSA’s market success for over

30 years is due in no small part to unbe-

lievably quick and easy assembly using

ClickFixx snap-on connections. 

DISPENSA: now more user-friendly than

ever with damped opening added to 

damped closing.

www.kesseboehmer.com/dispensa »

MUFFLING 
A KITCHEN CLASSIC

DISPENSA 
WITH SOFT STOPP PRO

DISPENSA helps to organise kitchen 

storage – and to make the most of the 

available space. 

The damped closing feature has long been

popular with users; now Kesseböhmer 

is offering the larder unit with opening 

damping as well. 

With this new feature, up to 100 kilograms

of stored groceries will glide smoothly out

of the carcase until the fitting comes to a

gentle, damped halt. All the contents are

out in front of the unit in clear view and

easy reach. Trays are designed with see-

through sides for a clear view.
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www.kesseboehmer.com/tandem »

The TANDEM system utilizes the ideas of

set theory – by grouping objects into 

clearly defined sets you get a clear over-

view and easy handling. As the cupboard

opens, the contents divide into two sections.

One moves with the door out in front of

the cabinet, while the rear section is 

automatically drawn forward. 

The result is fascinating and highly practical.

Users have a clear view of all your stored

groceries, in two easily accessible sections.

SPLIT STORAGE – 
DOUBLE USABILITY

TANDEM
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www.kesseboehmer.com/linero-mosaiq »

VERSATILE 
AND FLEXIBLE
LINERO MOSAIQ

ENDLESSLY VARIABLE  

The multi-functional, anodised aluminium

support rail can be either screwed or glued

to the wall, making it ideal for glass

splashbacks too.

The MosaiQ modules are hooked on below

or above. Shelf elements come in a choice

of three heights with design accents set by

horizontal décor strips.

Functional elements include various hooks

and single and double roll holders. There is

also an ergonomically designed knife block

and containers with angled bases to hold

pots of herbs or kitchen implements. 

LINERO MosaiQ has been launched with

eleven core applications for unlimited 

mixing and matching. With this system,

users can make the most of the splashback

space in kitchens and bathrooms.

The optional LED light strip softly illumina-

tes the LINERO MosaiQ.
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NO-DRILL FIXING 

EBOXX FOR LINERO MOSAIQ 

The eBoxx is a practical response to the

way people use their kitchens today. It

provides extra sockets or a secure place

to stand a tablet or smartphone. It also

conceals the LED splashback lighting

components that are necessary, but not

decorative. The LED driver, switch and

cable are stowed out of sight in the eBoxx

and the LINERO MosaiQ rail.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS:
� PowerMaxx for no-drill fixing,

especially on glass splash -
backs

� Simple, errorproof installation

� Ideal for retrofitting

� Removable without trace

� A product MADE IN GERMANY

FEATURES AND BENEFITS:
� Extra sockets: “You can never

have too many sockets in the 
kitchen”

� Flexibility: the eBoxx can be 
positioned anywhere along the rail

� Retrofittable: saves the effort of
laying cables under plaster

� Efficient technology integration:
LED driver, sockets and cables 
neatly integrated in the rail and
eBoxx

� Convenient sockets to charge 
tablets, smartphones, etc, which
stand securely on the metal shelf
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www.kesseboehmer.com/cleaningagent »

STORAGE 
TO GO

CLEANING AGENT

Stuff needed for cleaning is often stored

in the kitchen, but it gets used all over the

home.

Kesseböhmer’s answer is the cleaning-

AGENT pull-out. The caddy, with its clipped-

on containers, lifts right out of the pull-out.

It lets you organise your cleaning materials

and take them with you as you work.

Rubber feet make sure the caddy stands

firmly and doesn't scratch sensitive sur-

faces. This is just one example of the way

Kesseböhmer designers have planned

cleaningAGENT down to the last detail.

The containers for the different cleaning

materials, now in a new sophisticated

shade of grey, can be detached and put

in the dishwasher.

Once the cleaning job is done, the caddy

is simply dropped back into the pull-out –

and the pull-out slides back into the base

unit with typically smooth action and

gently damped closing.
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www.kesseboehmer.com/cookingagent »

ORGANISATION 
IS THE KEY:

COOKINGAGENT
MODULAR AND FLEXIBLE

Each user chooses the elements they need

and want – and how to organise them.

There's space for everything in a cooking-

AGENT– spices, oils and sauces, chopping

boards, knives, even plates and bowls.

With perfectly secure holders for sauces

and oils.

The sturdy railing and movable dividers

hold bottles and jars securely in place.

Your cooking utensils are ready to hand.

The cookingAGENT is a true full-extension

pull-out – it moves all the contents com-

pletely out in front of the cabinet. What

could be better? And if you change the

way you cook, your cookingAGENT can be

adapted immediately to your wishes.

The pull-out was designed by Kesseböhmer

especially for users who expect a lot of

their kitchens. It complies with German

quality and hygiene standards – some of

the most stringent in the world. 

All critical components have been tested

for food safety and easy care. All the plastic

elements are dishwasher safe. cooking-

AGENT is the ideal combination of user-

friendliness and hygiene, offering every

user a professional, customizable storage

solution.
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www.kesseboehmer.com/imove »

iMove
INTELLIGENT
MOVEMENT
DESIGNED TO BE USEFUL

iMove sets new accessibility standards for wall units,

successfully combining the beautiful and the practical.

One effortless movement brings the shelf down to

your level. Another example of clever engineering in

the kitchen! 

VORTEILE AUF EINEN BLICK:
� Easy to operate
� More reachable storage
� A clearer view
� Fast access
� Stylish design
� Fluid movements
� Ultra-smooth action
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www.kesseboehmer.com/facts-figures »

KESSEBÖHMER
YESTERDAY AND TODAY

LINKING TRADITION AND INNOVATION
FOR OVER 60 YEARS

The name Kesseböhmer stands for inno-

vative solutions which successfully blend

design, function and quality. We’ve been

getting it right for generations. Today Kes-

seböhmer is still a family-run company. 

Our core competence is in metal proces-

sing. We work with wire, flat band and 

tubing, Products are finished in our in-

house electroplating and powder-coating

facilities. Our strong customer orientation

has helped us to build and maintain our

position as the leading supplier of functio-

nal fittings behind the kitchen fronts.

Our strikingly attractive fittings allow end-

users to organize their storage for a clear

overview and fast access. The fittings

stand for best use of space and more 

efficient kitchen workflows. 

Kitchen manufacturers and fitters on-site

profit from the fact that all our products are

engineered for simple assembly and easy

adjustment. Increasingly our products use

snap-on connections for toolless assembly.

The result is time savings and quality gains.

From the idea to shipping, every manu-

facturing step takes place in-house – 

including developing and engineering the

production machines and tooling. This 

is why we’re so good at turning innovative

ideas into products – quickly and success -

fully.

Fascinating functionality. 

Impressive design. 

Quality that sets standards.

Kesseböhmer was founded in 1954. To -

day over 2,550 employees, operating from

seven production facilities. The company’s

core divisions are:

� Behind-the-front fitting systems for the
kitchen furniture industry worldwide

� Integrated systems for the caravan 
industry 

� Product presentation systems, 
displays, display and shelving systems,
shop-in-shop systems

� Ergonomic technology components for
the office furniture industry

� Automotive components
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